PRESS RELEASE
Moser Baer Solar manufacturing arm commences operations of its upgraded Solar PV
cell line reiterating its commitment to ‘Make in India Campaign’
New Delhi 15th January 2015: Moser Baer’s solar manufacturing subsidiary has
commenced operations of its upgraded solar cell manufacturing line as a major milestone
in the company’s revival plan of cell & module manufacturing. This comes on the back of
the central government’s programs focused on Domestic Content Requirement (DCR) of
solar cells & modules for solar farms
K.N.Subramaniam, CEO Moser Baer solar business said, “For the country to achieve the
highly ambitious target of 100,000 mw by 2022 of Solar power capacity, we need to
ensure strong and robust domestic manufacturing. We appreciate the Government’s
consistent thrust on ‘Make in India” and focus on solar as a critical component in the
country’s energy mix as borne out in various programs in support of domestic
manufacturing in the country. This upgraded cell line operations allows us to participate &
supply to DCR projects and further entrench our position as India’s pre-eminent solar
manufacturer. The solar manufacturing unit of Moser Baer has been recognized with
various certifications including 5 Star Rating TUV Rheinland, JET & JIS (Japan), MCS (UK),
CEC (Australia), ITCOL (Bangladesh) & DGS&D (India) for processes adopted in
manufacturing of PV Modules.”
About Moser Baer India Ltd.
Moser Baer India Limited headquartered in New Delhi, is a leading global techmanufacturing company. Established in 1983, the company has successfully developed
cutting edge technologies to become one of the world's largest manufacturers of
Optical Storage media like CDs and DVDs. The company also emerged as the first to
market the next-generation of storage formats in India. Over the years the company
has entered into exciting areas of technology manufacturing and is a market leader in
the high growth photovoltaic space. It is the only company worldwide to receive the
prestigious 5-star rating from TÜV Rheinland for 3 years in a row (2009 - 2012)
maintaining highest standards of quality in manufacturing PV modules. Moser Baer

India has emerged as one of the most credible brands focused on hi-tech manufacturing
and R & D activities. It is continuing to unfold the next generation innovative
technologies that will catapult India into a respectable manufacturing hub
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